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Key findings 

• Unlike so many straightened and dredged watercourses, the largely 

natural channel and planform of the Wansbeck from Ray Burn to Hart 

Burn waterbody has the basic potential to provide excellent habitat 

for fish and invertebrates. However, a suite of other issues are 

present from the upstream limit of the waterbody (and on the 

tributaries), where signs of elevated fine sediment and nutrient 

originating from further upstream were observed. As such, issues 

within the upstream waterbody are likely to be contributing to 

ecological failures.  

• Livestock access to the watercourse was having a significant negative 

impact upon riparian vegetation abundance and diversity. This not 

only degrades habitat quality but has a knock-on effect of bank 

destabilisation and increased erosion - in addition to the general 

poaching issues. Livestock excreta also elevates nutrient input. 

• Buffer fencing (and alternative watering) is therefore by far the 

greatest requirement within the Wansbeck from Ray Burn to Hart 

Burn waterbody (and probably those upstream). Unfortunately, the 

requirement for this important land management tool is rarely 

appreciated and the extent required is considerable. Reducing 

livestock densities could reduce the issues but would not fully redress 

the denudation of riparian vegetation, degradation of associated 

habitat or localised poaching issues.   

• Obstructions on the tributaries and main stem are likely to reduce 

accessibility and habitat utilisation, but fish should be able to access 

most areas in certain flows. Correspondingly, trout were observed 

throughout the main river, and in low numbers on Vicarage Burn.  

• Kirkharle sewage treatment works appears to be discharging elevated 

levels of nitrate and nitrite, along with periodic episodes of elevated 

particulates (sewage by-products). This requires further 

investigation. 

It should be noted that the observations made in the report apply to the 

current land use. It was clear that some sheep-grazed fields had signs of 

past cattle poaching and enrichment (some of which still may be 

contributing to the current issues). As such, the priority score provided in 

the recommendations section is only indicative, and long-term view of land 

management is likely to be required to account for field use rotation (e.g. 

moving from current sheep grazing to cattle in some fields, or visa versa).
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1. Introduction 

This report is the output of a walkover in the River Wansbeck from Ray 

Burn to Hart Burn waterbody on the 12th May 2021. The walkovers were 

undertaken on behalf of Groundwork North East & Cumbria and the 

Environment Agency (EA) as part of the Wilds of Wanney (WoW) project. 

The work was funded by the EA Water Environment Improvement Fund, 

Groundwork NE & Cumbria and the National Trust. Walkovers were 

accompanied by the local EA fisheries officer.  

Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) 

while looking downstream. The Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference 

system is used to identify specific locations and references to upstream and 

downstream are often abbreviated to u/s and d/s for convenience.  

As far as practicable, this report will follow a logical downstream or 

upstream progression, depending upon the direction each watercourse was 

walked. The photographs used are just a sample of the total number taken; 

as such, some may be used out of sequence, but their number will generally 

increase or decrease throughout each section. The entirety of the photos 

can be found in the accompanying folder and Arc GIS project. 

2. Catchment/Site Overview 

2.1. Delf Burn catchment  

Table 1 Overview of the section visited 

River Wansbeck 

Waterbody Name  
Wansbeck from Ray Burn to Hart 

Burn 

Waterbody ID  GB103022076990 

Operational Catchment  Wansbeck 

Management 

Catchment  
Northumberland Rivers 

River Basin District  Northumbria 

Current Ecological 

Quality  
Poor 

U/S Grid Ref inspected  NY9938784428 

D/S Grid Ref inspected  NZ0269583607 

Length of river 

inspected (KM) 
>13 (inc. tribs) 
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Table 2 Current (2019) Water Framework Directive status 

 

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB103022076990 

Under the Environment Agency Water Framework Directive assessment, 

Wansbeck from Ray Burn to Hart Burn is not designated as artificial or 

heavily modified and achieves Poor ecological status.  This classification is 

driven by Poor classification for fish. The waterbody also fails Chemical 

assessment for Priority hazardous substances [Polybrominated diphenyl 

ethers (PBDE)] – however, it should be noted most waterbodies fail on this 

parameter following its recent inclusion for testing.

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB103022076990
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2.2. Overview Map  
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3. Habitat Assessment 

3.1. Wansbeck [Wa(RB-HB)] – walked d/s 

 
1Wa(RB-HB). The suitably-sized A696 road bridge at the u/s limit of the section 

facilitated a natural bed and posed no issues for fish passage (NY9939884383).  

 
2Wa(RB-HB). Already by this point in the catchment, the river was suffering from 

elevated fine sediment and nutrient input, as evident by the coating of silt and 

algae on the bed and vegetation. 
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5Wa(HB-RB). The land on bank sides between the A696 bridge and the smaller 

access bridge to Kirkwhelpington appeared un-grazed (or was buffer fenced or 

private garden), although the lack of species diversity in many areas suggests 

fairly recent grazing. If livestock are reintroduced, buffer fencing would be 

beneficial. 

 
10Wa(RB-HB). D/s of the bridge (NY9958084275), the riparian area supported 

far greater species diversity, suggesting longer-term livestock exclusion. However, 

the fence on the RB was nearing the end of its life, with gaps occurring from 

NY9966084208. 
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15Wa(RB-HB). The watercourse within the buffer would support high-quality 

habitat, if it weren’t for the sediment and nutrient inputs u/s. This luxuriant riparian 

vegetation could be rapidly lost if the RB buffer fence is not maintained. Stone-

turning in this are revealed nymphs of the family Baetidae and Heptageniidae.  

 
24Wa(RB-HB). Algal coating of the substrate, even in high flow areas confirmed 

the enrichment. Fine sediment deposited on the bed can create a substrate for 

increased biofilm growth (including algae). The associated increased roughness 

can then trap further fine sediment and nutrients, highlighting the issue.  
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23Wa(RB-HB). The water quality issues observed are likely to be a combination 

of high input, short-term events and ongoing low-level diffuse inputs; neither of 

which easy are to identify using basic water quality testing strips.  

 

 
33Wa(RB-HB). Livestock had access for a short section of RB around 

NZ0007484414. Note how, even early in the growing season, there was a disparity 

between the of the grazed near bank and the diverse vegetation of un-grazed far 

bank.  
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34Wa(RB-HB). A poorly maintained fence was allowing sheep access from the 

grazed area to the buffer strip d/s (NZ0009784428). The small, straightened 

Whitridge Sike (LB) was not inspected, but there were no obvious signs of fine 

sediment or enrichment around the confluence. 

 
39Wa(RB-HB). Even without further investigation, it could be seen that Howden 

Sike was suffering from elevated fine sediment input (NZ0020284468). Note the 

lighter coloured deposition along the far bank. Google Maps aerial photography 

suggest the issue may be livestock grazing u/s. 
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40Wa(RB-HB). Following a short buffered section, livestock had access to the 

watercourse in the next field (NZ0023584465 - NZ0055084371), and the riparian 

habitat quality immediately suffered as a consequence. 

 

 
42Wa(RB-HB). Basic instream habitat quality would be good, with beds of water 

crowfoot present in areas with good light penetration to the bed. Trout were 

observed around this point. 
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52Wa(RB-HB). In the next field d/s (NZ0059884348), signs of cattle poaching 

were evident. This actually highlights the pros and cons of sheep vs cattle grazing. 

Cattle create more physical damage, but they also generally leave a more grass 

and vegetation than sheep, which tightly crop the sward. Both sheep and cattle 

can create issues, particularly at higher stock density. 

 
57Wa(RB-HB). Around NZ0083884250, what appeared to be runoff from the 

farmyard further upslope was observed. Much of it seemed to be captured within 

the buffer, but in wet conditions this is likely to reach the watercourse. 
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58Wa(RB-HB). While seemingly innocuous, shallow water over and d/s of a 

renovated ford created an obstacle to fish (NZ0085384240). Fisheries input should 

always be sought before installing in-channel structures to avoid a Salmon and 

Freshwater Fisheries Act 1995 (SAFFA) offence. 

 
58Wa(RB-HB). The fields d/s are quite heavily sheep grazed, with an associated 

increase in bank erosion (NZ0085384240 - NZ0117083852). That issue was clearly 

threatening the footpath bridge which, along with degrading habitat quality. Buffer 

fencing along the watercourse would be greatly beneficial. 
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68Wa(RB-HB). Regular areas of boggy ground and poaching create increased 

erosion and fine sediment input on what would otherwise be a much more stable 

and high-quality habitat if livestock were excluded. 

 
71Wa(RB-HB). Active erosion on the outside bends and deposition on the insides 

provide some valuable coarse sediment. However, riparian grazing was increasing 

the rate of that erosion and decreasing bank stability, with an associated 

detrimental increase in fine sediment input. 
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78Wa(RB-HB). From around NZ0117083852, the river enters a livestock-

excluded area that appears to be a nature reserve on the OS map. Grazing had 

not taken place in there recently and the riparian vegetation was recovering nicely. 

 
79Wa(RB-HB). Erosion was occurring, but at a more natural, manageable rate. 

In the absence of sheep grazing, willow shrubs had become established, with the 

area now providing valuable habitat for a range of wildlife. 
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Wa(RB-HB). A small watercourse joins at NZ0133083652, which strangely does 

not show on the 1:25k OS map.  

 

 
83Wa(RB-HB). Equally strangely, the watercourse appears from a large bore 

pipe, from the foot of the hillside. Note the elevated fine sediment load deposited 

even within the relatively smooth pipe. Further investigation of the source would 

be beneficial.  
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85Wa(RB-HB). At the large meander d/s, erosion is creating an oxbow 

(NZ0137683674). From a habitat perspective, this is simply natural; however, the 

landowner expressed a desire to retain the meander. Ultimately, the river is still 

likely to break through, but willow whip planting along the weakened points could 

increase roughness, help to bind the banks and delay the breakthrough.  

 
87Wa(RB-HB). With the reduction of gradient and increased meandering through 

this wider valley section, the impact of fine sediment inputs u/s become more 

apparent, entrained within what would otherwise be valuable gravel substrate. 
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92Wa(RB-HB). Looking upstream at some excellent pool habitat, with an 

abundance of low cover and in-channel structure. Ideal for adult trout. 

 
93Wa(RB-HB). A fallen tree creating erosion of the LB (NZ0158783716). This 

natural occurrence should be left to develop as a valuable habitat feature. It 

currently provides cover and structure but is ultimately likely to kick-start the 

development of a meander and pool feature. The value of this area and of allowing 

natural processes to occur should not be overlooked.  
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98Wa(RB-HB). From NZ0174583760 d/s, the river leaves the livestock excluded 

area and the grazing impact is immediately apparent on the unfenced and sparsely 

vegetated LB. 

 

 

 
100Wa(RB-HB). In-channel habitat quality was relatively good for juvenile 

salmonids, but erosion and fine sediment resulting from livestock access was 

creating a visible impact (NZ0180583923). 
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106Wa(RB-HB). A small, unnamed LB tributary was poached by livestock and 

supplies elevated fine sediment (NZ0181083924). Brief inspection of Google Maps 

aerial photography suggests livestock poaching further u/s may be the cause (NZ 

01263 84572).  

 

 
109Wa(RB-HB). The next section d/s appeared to be largely un-grazed, being 

buffered/wooded, with riparian habitats of a much higher quality (NZ0181083924 

- NZ0228483832). The exception being a short section of LB u/s of 

NZ0205083881. 
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118Wa(RB-HB). A land parcel towards the d/s end of the livestock-excluded 

section appeared to have been more recently grazed, but valuable rank vegetation 

suggests it has now been protected for some time (or only very lightly grazed). 

This area could be ideal for additional trees, preferably at a low-density of planting, 

to allow natural regeneration of trees, scrub and herbaceous vegetation.  

 
Wa(RB-HB). Livestock had access d/s and the RB becomes heavily poached (d/s 

of NZ0228483832). This continues until the wooded area round the Vicarage Burn 

confluence, where livestock are excluded. 
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126Wa(RB-HB). In-channel habitat within the woodland was generally good 

quality, with a natural balance of light and shade. 

 

 

 
128Wa(RB-HB). The only real issue observed within the woodland was high 

footfall at an access point from the Wallington track (NZ0265583680).  
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3.1.1. Nature Reserve tributary (NR) – spot-checks 

 
1NR. Spot-checks u/s of the A696 on an unnamed tributary that joins the 

Wansbeck upstream of the Nature Reserve area revealed good basic habitat 

quality, but signs of elevated fine sediment input u/s. 

 
4NR. The A696 road culvert (NZ0054683572) is passable, but shallow water in an 

over-capacity channel restricts fish movement to elevated flow; the high velocities 

over a smooth concrete bed will then cause issues. Baffles to increase water depth 

and reduce flow velocities could cheaply and easily improve fish passage. 
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5NR. D/s of the culvert (NZ0055283580), livestock poaching, erosion and over-

widening of the channel. The watercourse then enters another woodland d/s which 

wasn’t inspected but appeared to exclude livestock. Ordnance Survey maps 

suggest that there may be a drinking point mid-way to the Wansbeck 

(NZ0089183653). If so, it would be beneficial to replace that with offline watering.  

 
7NR. The watercourse emerges from the woodland just u/s from the Wansbeck, 

and was subject to the same grazing and poaching issues as the Wansbeck in that 

field (NZ0115283901). Aside from the issues, this watercourse appeared to offer 

good potential salmonid habitat, with ideal gravel composition for trout spawning. 
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3.1.2. Vicarage Burn (Vi) – walked u/s 

 
2Vi. Fine sediment deposition and algal growth within the wide channel at the 

confluence with the Wansbeck highlights issues further u/s on Vicarage Burn.  

 
3Vi. The clear span bridge to Well House creates no issues. Although passable at 

the time of the walkovers, the additional pipe ford/culvert u/s could have been 

more sympathetically designed, with a single, much larger aperture facilitating 

retention of natural substrate and reducing the potential for blockage and/or 

fluming at higher flow (NZ0269083612). Trout were observed immediately d/s. 
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6Vi. The first section u/s was deciduous woodland, with livestock excluded and 

good riparian habitat. However, a drinking bay undoes a lot of the benefit and 

should ideally be replaced with alternative watering options (NZ0263283560).  

 

 
7Vi. Healthy woodland and riparian vegetation a short distance u/s where livestock 

are excluded.  
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11Vi. Approximately halfway along the wooded section is a coniferous plantation 

which reduces habitat quality through overshading and loss of understorey 

(NZ0247483271). Felling was being undertaken along the watercourse and it is to 

be hoped that this was to create a greater stand-off and increase light penetration 

to the watercourse and riparian zone.  

 
17Vi. Immediately u/s of the wooded section the land was sheep grazed, reducing 

bankside vegetation abundance and diversity (NZ0232183107).  
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16Vi. The fine sediment load of the small RB tributary suggested increased erosion 

locally and upstream. What should be potential trout spawning and juvenile habitat 

was degraded, with a silt smothered bed. 
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19Vi. A track and natural bedrock fording area created another fine sediment input 

(NZ0223783064). Also, note the sheep scarred banks (red ellipses) which will 

supply further fine sediment via the track in wet conditions. The landowner has 

expressed an interest in replacing the ford with a culvert, which could create an 

improvement, providing it is appropriately sized and sunken (approximately 1/4-

1/3 of its capacity below existing bed level) to facilitate retention of a natural bed. 

This would require relocating the crossing away from the bedrock. Simply installing 

a raised concrete ford is likely to inhibit fish passage, potentially constituting an 

offence under SAFFA. 
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21Vi. Livestock had access to the next small field u/s (NZ0219483044), which 

would greatly benefit from their exclusion, as would the woodland/plantation u/s 

where sheep are gaining access through the dilapidated fence. In the well-lit areas, 

an increasing amount of algae was also observed, highlighting nutrient inputs u/s. 

 
24Vi. Within the plantation, the channel has clearly been straightened, presumably to 

improve drainage for the conifer planting (NZ0210083035). As for the plantation d/s, 

felling a conifer-free buffer along the watercourse would be in line with the UK Forestry 

Guidelines (The_UK_Forestry_Standard.pdf). 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/687147/The_UK_Forestry_Standard.pdf
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25Vi. Despite being partially cobbled with field stone, a drinking point within the 

coniferous plantation was subject to poaching/erosion (NZ0206983021). From this 

point u/s, the presence of deciduous trees along the RB increases, with a 

corresponding improvement in riparian vegetation. 

 

 
28Vi. The channel remains heavily modified, being straightened and incised with 

armoured banks (NZ0188882961). The conifers here are less dense and with more 

deciduous trees there was some improvement in light penetration and 

understorey. However, a larger deciduous buffer would be beneficial. 
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29Vi. At the confluence of Vicarage Burn and Kirkharle, Vicarage burn was clearly 

supplying elevated volumes of fine sediment and was visibly turbid. The bed of the 

Kirkharle Burn showed signs of enrichment with increased algal growth.  

 

 
34Vi. Livestock are excluded for the next section of woodland u/s to the A696, 

baring a drinking point (NZ 01482 82842) that should ideally be replaced with 

alternative watering. 
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34Vi. The A696 culvert was naturally passable, but deposition of fine sediment 

within the over-capacity channel highlights the significant fine sediment load from 

erosion upstream (NZ0142882818). 

 

 

 
36Vi. The burn was straightened u/s of the A696 and the incised channel provides 

greatly reduced habitat quality. A slightly perched and stepped pipe culvert 

reduces fish access (NZ0128882779).  
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39Vi. A drinking/crossing point creates erosion and fine sediment input 

(NZ0126182777). Riparian vegetation was also denuded in the rest of the field. 

 

 

 
49Vi & 44Vi (inset). It was a similar scenario in the next two field u/s 

(NZ0106982673 & NZ0119182783). What should be valuable burn habitat was 

greatly degraded by poaching, loss of vegetation and greatly increased fine 

sediment input.  
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51Vi & 52Vi(inset). The field around NZ0100082655 was intensely sheep grazed, 

with no effective fence and regular areas of poaching.  

 
54Vi. The intense livestock pressure creates a further issue at a recently cleared 

field drain/ditch (NZ0089482609), where the bare ground was disturbed, 

increasing the rate of erosion and reducing the rate (possibility even potential) of 

grass growing back in.  
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55Vi. Sheep also appear to be escaping through a fence into a supposedly buffered 

area, with that localised footfall creating an area of quite severe poaching 

(NZ0078282600). 

 

 
57Vi. A fallen tree compromised the integrity of the next field boundary u/s 

(NZ0072482576), allowing sheep access into what appeared to be a nicely 

establishing low-density deciduous woodland.  
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60Vi. The habitat quality within the woodland enclosure was otherwise currently 

good and should be protected to prevent it degrading the state of fields d/s.  

 

 
61Vi. In the field u/s of the woodland, the watercourse skirts in and out of the 

buffered area with historical cattle poaching and sheep grazing on the RB 

degrading habitat (NZ0063282528). Although the reduced intensity creates a 

lesser issue than the sheep grazing d/s, this is still be considered to be an issue, 

with several areas of localised poaching.  
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66Vi. A ford creates another artificial fine sediment input, but the impact was far 

less than the adjacent land use (NZ0051382462). Simple cross drains on the track 

(discharging to the verge) could reduce the amount of surface runoff directly 

entering the burn. 

 
68Vi. In the next section u/s, the straightened burn winds slightly in and out of 

another deciduous plantation (NZ0044582448). Livestock appeared to have been 

excluded initially, with some improved habitat, but a lack of fence maintenance 

was allowing access and habitat degradation. Ideally, the boundary fence should 

be replaced and relocated to fully enclose and protect the watercourse. 
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71Vi. U/s of the woodland, enrichment was observed by the notably increased 

algal growth. 

 

 

 
72Vi. The watercourse was accessible from the LB, where poaching and runoff 

from areas of boggy ground was occurring (NZ0035982376).  
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76Vi. Sheep had access from the RB in the next field u/s where they closely 

cropped the grasses, reducing root development (NZ0029982323). Consequently, 

the straightened, incised channel was suffering erosion. This erosion could recover 

a more sinuous planform, but would liberate significant volumes of sediment. 

Ideally the channel would be restored with excavators and buffer fenced.  

 
79Vi. The watercourse was enclosed along the edge of a plantation u/s (d/s of 

NZ0007782181); however, sheep are gaining access. Drains from the plantation 

could be contributing to the elevated nutrient in this area, as could the un-buffered 

ditch that discharges at the d/s end of the plantation and runoff from the fields.  
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80Vi. The impact of  erosion u/s was clearly visible in the slower-flowing areas 

where silt smothered the bed.  

 

 
82Vi. U/s of the plantation, sheep had access from the LB (NZ0001482130). The 

wet nature of the low ground along the watercourse and unpalatability of sedges 

appeared to somewhat discourage sheep access, providing the watercourse limited 

protection, although poaching was occurring.  
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86Vi. Even more severe bank erosion was occurring in the drier, intensively grazed 

field u/s (NY9991481947). This is exacerbated by the bend in the burn, but the 

bend is a natural feature, the over-grazing is not.  

 

 
90Vi. Grazing pressure was similar in the next field u/s and was sufficient to 

denude the bankside vegetation and create poaching issues (NY9984181855). 

Failure to maintain the field boundary was also allowing sheep access into the 

adjacent woodland (the u/s corner of which encompasses the watercourse).  
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97Vi. U/s of the woodland (NY9934081727), grazing pressure reduced slightly, to 

a point where it severely denuded the bankside vegetation – although the erratic 

bank line suggests historical periods of greater livestock pressure and erosion. 

 

 
96Vi. With the narrower channel and locally decreased fine sediment inputs, some 

areas of cleaner gravel substrate were available (NY9942081745). 
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101Vi. However, in the larger capacity pool areas, fine sediment deposition 

highlights that there are still excessive inputs u/s.  

 

 
102Vi. Looking u/s, at the limit it was possible to cover on Vicarage Burn owing 

to time constraints (NY9929081675). The next field u/s appeared to be slightly 

lower intensity grazing from the LB (right of shot). Fine sediment on the bed 

around this location suggests similar livestock access/erosion issues continue 

further u/s, and it is probably a fair assumption that buffer fencing would be 

beneficial in the remainder of the fields. 
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3.1.2.1. Kirkharle Burn (Ki) – walked u/s 

 
2Ki. From its confluence with Vicarage Burn, Kirkharle Burn was straightened, 

incised and uniformly over capacity – sadly, it is now little more than a field drain 

in this area (NZ0163682859).  

 
3Ki. As the channel was so over-capacity, the impact of fine sediment inputs u/s 

are amplified, with silt smothering the coarse substrate (NZ0163682860). 

Although a limited impact, note how even a small piece of woody material has 

pinched the channel, accelerated flow and improved habitat quality (red ellipse).  
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7Ki. The A696 road culvert posed no issue for fish, should they choose to ascend 

the watercourse (NZ0163882761).  

 

 

 
10Ki. The outflow to Kirkharle Lake appeared to be of reasonable quality, with no 

localised increase in algal growth (elevated nutrient) or sediment 

(NZ0164682720). However, generally elevated algal growth was observed both 

u/s and d/s.  
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12Ki. In the vicinity of Kirkharle Courtyard, channel armouring creates a step 

where it joins the ‘natural’ bed d/s (NZ0151882540). The step and shallow water 

over a uniform width bed create an obstruction to fish that may attempt to ascend 

the burn. Also note how, in the wide areas with good light penetration, significant 

algal growth is occurring, highlighting an elevated nutrient input u/s. 

 
15Ki. The shallow water conditions extend u/s through another culvert 

(NZ0136282466), creating a similar obstruction. The excessive algal growth 

becomes even more apparent in the over-capacity channel.  
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20Ki & 21Ki (inset). A third culvert at the main access track crossing to Kirkharle 

Courtyard creates a similar issue to those d/s (NZ0129582424). A pipe discharge 

at the mouth of the culvert is probably surface water/field drain and did not appear 

to be creating any issues.  

 
22Ki &  26 Ki (inset). Full buffer fencing would be beneficial in the field u/s to 

complement the existing section. Although small, this watercourse could provide 

spawning and juvenile habitat for trout. Elevated algal growth and fine sediment 

were observed (NZ0121882370).  
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28Ki. Perched culvert pipes create a small step in bed level and the narrow 

aperture and curved course of the pipe create difficult conditions for fish to ascend 

(NZ0111982297). This is another example of why fisheries advice should be 

sought before undertaking such work. A similar structure here could have utilised 

a single, larger sunken pipe or, ideally, similar concrete structure as abutments, 

but with an open central channel and concrete and/or metal deck over the top.  

 
30Ki. Within the wood u/s, grey fine grey sediment/particulates were observed on 

the bed (NZ0110582241). This was traced to the outfall of a small sewage 

treatment works, suggesting periodic discharges over and above those observed. 
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32Ki and 33Ki (inset). Elevated volumes of grey sediment associated with 

Kirkharle STW outfall (NZ0110682234). This is undoubtedly a point-source of 

excess nutrient to Kirkharle Burn.  

 
40Ki. An undersized, perched pipe culvert creates another obstruction 

(NZ0100681926). While the watercourse is small by this point, in the absence of 

fine sediment and nutrient pollution, channel straightening/dredging, and 

obstructions d/s, juvenile trout might still be expected in these areas. Note the 

fine sediment coating on the bed, which is a different issue to the grey particulates 

from the STW. 
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42Ki. U/s, the woodland becomes increasingly coniferous, with a corresponding 

reduction in understorey and bank stability in the densest areas. 

 

 
43Ki. The burn forks at NZ0094681912, with the smaller LB tributary clearly 

supplying a disproportionate fine sediment load. This is likely due to field drainage 

and surface runoff from the arable field u/s, beneath which the watercourse is 

culverted (46Ki). Kirkharle Burn also appeared to have elevated fine sediment, but 

not the same extent.  
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46Ki. The arable field over the culverted watercourse, with clear signs of surface 

water accumulation along the old course of the tributary (NZ0089481913). Surface 

runoff may also be occurring. 

 

 
44Ki. U/s on Kirkharle Burn (at the u/s limit inspected), the watercourse was 

adjoined by arable agriculture (NZ0090981891), with a reasonable buffer, 

although there also appeared to also be pastoral farming further u/s. 
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45Ki. Earthworks in the adjacent RB field could account for some of the elevated 

fine sediment input if it is associated with collapsed filed drains.  
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4. Recommendations 

Where buffer fencing is recommended it should be taken that alternative, offline watering is also likely to be required. 

This could be in many forms, but the most suitable is likely to be mains water wherever available as it delivers many 

health benefits for livestock (reduced potential for parasites like fluke etc). other alternatives include pasture pumps 

(for cattle) or solar powered pumps, ram pumps, or gravity fed pipe from the watercourse (for any livestock). 

4.1. Wansbeck (RB-HB) 

Observation 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority  

(1-3) 
Location Notes 

Elevated fine 

sediment and 

nutrient 

 
2Wa(RB-HB) 

1/2 
From the start of 

the walkover 
Further investigation on waterbodies u/s. 

Current low 

intensity 

grazing/livestock 

exclusion (both 

banks). 
 

5Wa(HB-RB) 

3 
NY9939884383 -  

NY9958084275 
Buffer fence if livestock are reintroduced  
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Well established 

buffer zone 

 
10Wa(RB-HB) 

2/3 NY9966084208 Repair fence to protect the established buffer. 

Livestock access (RB) 

 
33Wa(RB-HB) 

2/3 NZ0007484414 Buffer fencing  

Livestock access (RB) 

 
34Wa(RB-HB) 

2/3 NZ0009784428 Install/reinstate a stockproof buffer. 
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Elevated fine 

sediment input on 

Howden Sike.  

 
39Wa(RB-HB) 

 NZ0020284468 Further investigation to identify the source. 

Livestock access (RB) 

 
40Wa(RB-HB) 

3 
NZ0023584465 

- 

NZ0055084371 

Buffer fencing 

Livestock access and 

poaching (access 

from RB) 

 
52Wa(RB-HB) 

2 NZ0059884348 Buffer fencing 
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Suspected yard 

runoff (RB) 

 
57Wa(RB-HB) 

2 NZ0083884250 
Farm advisory visit to identify drains and 

runoff/pollution pathways.  

Obstruction 

 
58Wa(RB-HB) 

1 NZ0085384240 

1. Replacement with a more suitable structure 

2. A poor second would be to install coarse 

rock substrate d/s to ease fish passage 

3.  Engagement with whoever installed the 

structure to ensure that such structures are 

not created in the future 

 

Livestock access and 

erosion (both banks) 

 
58Wa(RB-HB) 

1/2 
NZ0085384240 

- 

NZ0117083852 

Buffer fencing 
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Valuable livestock 

excluded area 

 
78Wa(RB-HB) 

1 NZ0117083852 Ensure such areas are maintained.  

Small unidentified 

watercourse with 

elevated fine 

sediment 

 
Wa(RB-HB) 

2/3 NZ0133083652 
Identify the origin of the watercourse and whether 

the fine sediment inputs can be curtailed. 

Potential oxbow 

 
85Wa(RB-HB) 

3 NZ0137683674 

1. Discuss options to allow natural channel 

development 

2. If the landowner is intent on slowing the 

erosion, willow whips could be planted 

along the weakened areas 
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Fallen tree 

 
93Wa(RB-HB) 

1 NZ0158783716 
Allow the valuable habitat feature to develop 

untouched. 

Livestock access and 

poaching (LB) 

 
98Wa(RB-HB) 

2 
d/s of  

NZ0174583760 
Buffer fencing 

Fine sediment input 

from on tributary 

(LB) 

 
106Wa(RB-HB) 

1/2 NZ0181083924 

Further investigation further u/s, particularly 

around (NZ 01263 84572) – as identified from aerial 

photography 

Livestock access - 

Extended drinking 

area/unfenced 

section (LB) 

N/A 2/3 NZ0205083881 Install buffer fencing 
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Livestock excluded 

area (both banks) 

 
118Wa(RB-HB) 

1 
u/s of 

NZ0228483832 

1. Maintain livestock exclusion 

2. Investigate the potential for sparse planting 

with native species 

Livestock access and 

poaching (RB) 

 
Wa(RB-HB) 

1 
d/s of  

NZ0228483832 
Buffer fencing  

High footfall 

denuding the banks 

of vegetation 

 
128Wa(RB-HB) 

3  

1. Further hard revetment of the bank could 

be installed to create a larger, formal public 

and dog access area. However, this in itself 

would be an un-natural human impact. 

2. It could simply be a case of accepting that 

this small area is always going to be an 

issue.  
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4.1.1. NR Tributary (NR) 

Observation 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority  

(1-3) 
Location Notes 

Obstruction to fish 

passage 

 
4NR 

2/3 NZ0054683572 

Baffles could be installed to ease passage u/s, 

although this is a medium-low priority owing to the 

small size of the watercourse. That said, it should 

still be recognised that small tributaries can play an 

important role in fish recruitment as spawning and 

juvenile areas.  

Livestock access and 

poaching (LB) 

 
5NR 

1/2 NZ0055283580 

Install buffer fencing. 

 

There may also be another drinking point on 

this watercourse at NZ0089183653. 
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4.1.2. Vicarage Burn 

Observation 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority  

(1-3) 
Location Notes 

Obstruction  

 
3Vi 

3 NZ0269083612 

1. Ideally, install a much larger aperture sunken 

culvert. 

2. Make the landowner aware of the 

requirement for free fish passage 

Livestock 

access/drinking 

point (RB) 

 
6Vi 

2 NZ0263283560 Install alternative watering 

Conifers along the 

watercourse 

 
11Vi 

2/3 NZ0247483271 
Felling to create a conifer free strip along the 

watercourse and facilitate a deciduous tree buffer. 
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Fine sediment input 

from tributary 

 
17Vi 

2 NZ0232183107 

1. Further investigation of the tributary u/s 

2. Buffer fencing is likely to be beneficial as the 

sheep are known to be causing erosion in 

areas of the same field u/s on Vicarage Burn 

Livestock access, 

ford and erosion 

(both banks) 

 
19Vi 

2/3 NZ0223783064 

1. Buffer fencing to break the hydrological 

connection between areas of erosion and the 

watercourse 

2. Cross drains on the track that discharge to 

rough ground (ideally a buffer strip) 

3. Ensure that if any alterations to the crossing 

point are made they do not create an 

obstruction 

Livestock access (RB) 

 
21Vi 

2/3 NZ0219483044 
1. Buffer fencing 

2. Repair existing fences 
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Conifers along the 

watercourse 

 
24Vi 

3 
Around 

NZ0210083035  

Felling to create a conifer free strip along the 

watercourse and facilitate a deciduous tree buffer. 

Livestock access (RB) 

 
25Vi 

3 NZ0206983021 Provide alternative watering 

Obstruction 

 
36Vi 

2 NZ0128882779 Replace with appropriately sized sunken culvert 
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Livestock access and 

poaching (one or 

both banks) 

 
39Vi; 49Vi & 44Vi; 

51Vi & 52Vi 

1 

NZ0126182777, 

NZ0106982673,

NZ0119182783, 

and 

NZ0100082655  

Buffer fencing 

Fallen tree on fence 

(RB) 

 
57Vi 

1 NZ0072482576 
Repair breach. High priority as it is an easy fix to 

preserve the habitat within the wooded enclosure. 

Livestock access and 

poaching (RB) 

 
61Vi 

2 NZ0063282528 Buffer fencing 
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Ford and track 

runoff 

 
66Vi 

2/3 NZ0051382462 
Install cross drains to the track that discharge to 

rough ground 

Sheep within 

woodland enclosure 

 
68Vi 

1/2 NZ0044582448 Exclude livestock/repair boundary fence.  

Livestock access (LB) 

 
72Vi 

1/2 NZ0035982376 Buffer fencing 
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Livestock access to 

straightened 

channel (RB) 

 
76Vi 

1/2 NZ0029982323 

1. Buffer fencing 

2. Possibility of excavating/restoring a more 

natural sinuous channel  

Livestock access into 

the coniferous 

plantation 

 
79Vi 

3 
D/s of 

NZ0007782181 

1. Repair boundary fence 

2. As with the area d/s, this section could offer 

potential for river restoration 

Livestock access (LB) 

 
82Vi 

2/3 NZ0001482130 Buffer fencing  
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Livestock access and 

severe 

poaching/erosion 

(RB) 

 
86Vi 

1 NY9991481947 Buffer fencing 

Livestock access 

(LB), and into the 

woodland (RB) 

 
90Vi 

1/2 NY9984181855 
1. Install buffer fencing (LB) 

2. Repair woodland enclosure boundary 

Livestock access (LB) 

 
97Vi 

2 NY9934081727 Buffer fencing 
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Livestock access (LB) 

 
102Vi 

2/3 NY9929081675 Buffer fencing 

 

4.1.2.1. Kirkharle Burn 

Observation 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority  

(1-3) 
Location Notes 

Obstructions 

created by a stone-

lined culvert channel 

 
12Ki 

2/3 

NZ0151882540, 

NZ0136282466 

and 

NZ0129582424 

An easement could be installed using coarse rock at 

the d/s step and partial channel with baffles 

throughout the culverted section.  

 

The priority of this work is reduced by the small size 

of the watercourse and limited habitat to connect 

u/s, but it would be beneficial if fish do attempt to 

ascend the burn.  
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Livestock access (LB) 

 
22Ki 

2/3 NZ0121882370 Buffer fencing  

Obstruction  

 
28Ki 

2 NZ0111982297 

Replace with clear span crossing or appropriately 

sized, single sunken culvert. 

 

The priority of this work is reduced by the small size 

of the watercourse and limited habitat to connect 

u/s, but it would be beneficial if fish do attempt to 

ascend the burn. 

Fine sediment and 

enrichment 

occurring from 

Kirkharle STW 

outfall 
 

32Ki and 33Ki 

1 NZ0110682234 
Further investigation of the discharge to ensure the 

permitting requirements are met 
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Obstruction 

 
40Ki 

3 NZ0100681926 

Ideally the structure should be removed to allow 

free fish movement, if they reach this point.  

 

The priority of this work is reduced by the small size 

of the watercourse and limited habitat to connect 

u/s, but it would be beneficial if fish do attempt to 

ascend the burn. 

U/s limit of the 

walkover on 

Karkharle Burn 

 
44Ki 

3 
U/s of 

NZ0090981891 

Further investigation u/s would be beneficial, but is 

a low priority as the watercourse is small and did not 

appear as negatively impacted as others in the 

catchment.  

Fine sediment input  

 
46Ki 

2/3 NZ0089481913 

Farm visit/further investigation of the watercourse 

to ascertain whether the fine sediment input can be 

reduced 
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5. Further information 

The Wilds of Wanney (WoW) walkovers were initiated to identify the range 

and location of issues impacting upon selected underperforming 

watercourses within the River Wansbeck catchment. The accompanying 

reports highlight potential solutions to the issues encountered and can 

provide supporting evidence for future projects and funding bids.  

Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any 

loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any 

other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting 

upon guidance made in this report.   


